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AUTO DEVICE ON-BOARDING 
 









In current deployments, Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SDWAN) devices 
require a unique bootstrap configuration per device. In accordance with techniques 
presented herein, an enterprise can download a generic bootstrap file that is specific to the 
SDWAN overlay for a network of the enterprise.  The common bootstrap file can be used 
to auto on-board many physical routers for the enterprise network. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
 In current SDWAN deployments involving edge devices, a unique bootstrap file is 
generated to on-board each of a physical router.  The unique bootstrap file typically 
contains device specific information such system Internet Protocol (IP) address and the 
like. 
 This proposal provides a technique in which a generic bootstrap file can be provided 
to auto on-board any router/device into an SDWAN overlay that has been previously 
present in the allow-list or that has been claimed from an unclaimed (to-be-claimed) list by 
an enterprise.  In addition, automatic interface learning can be performed in order to 
automatically connect to an Orchestration Platform when the router/device boots-up.  
Figure 1, below, is an example operational flow illustrating example details associated with 
the technique of this proposal involving an edge device. 
 For the example operational flow as illustrated in Figure 1, the generic bootstrap 
file may include important information related to the enterprise network, such as, 
information related to the Orchestration Platform (e.g., Orchestration IP address), the 
enterprise/organization name (org-Name), the root certificate authority (root-CA), etc.  In 
one implementation, the generic bootstrap file may be copied onto a portable storage device 
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that can plugged into the device (e.g., via a Universal Serial Bus (USB) port, etc.).  Such 
an implementation may limit the capability of rogue devices from entering the enterprise 
network by dis-allowing software devices and random product identifiers. 
 
Figure 1: Example Operational Flow 
 
 As shown in Figure 1, the device must be authenticated by the Orchestration 
Platform based on the allow-list before it can be made available for use on the enterprise 
network. The allow-list is a list of devices that the Management Platform sends to the 
Orchestrator Platform (and other controllers) with attributes that contain Certificate serial 
number, Subject Serial Number, and  universally unique identifier (UUID)/Chassis 
Number along with an indication of whether a device is Valid. To make a device part of 
the allow-list, a user or network administrator can login to the Management Platform and 
select the devices that are to be allowed/authorized for the enterprise network. 
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Different devices, including legacy brownfield devices of the enterprise, can be 
added into a trusted list of entries.  This may provide an efficient mechanism to bring 
devices into the enterprise network.  Thus, when a user or network administrator attempts 
to bring a device into the network that may not be recognized, it gets added to the unclaimed 
(or to-be-claimed) list of the Orchestrator, this unclaimed list  can be moved into the allow-
list and the allow-list can be updated for the Orchestration Platform, thereby allowing the 
device to connect to the network. 
An example code snippet that may be utilized to send a device list to the 
Orchestration Platform is provided below: 
 
try { 
parseResult = new VedgeListJsonProcessor(tenantComponent, 
vedgeList).parseVedgeList(); 
if (validityString.equalsIgnoreCase("valid")) { 
LOGGER.info("Sending claimed device list to controllers"); 
try { 






} catch (Exception ex) { 
throw new 
SystemDeviceException(SystemDeviceErrorCode.PUSH_TO_CONTROLLER_FAILED, 




In summary, by utilizing techniques discussed herein, an enterprise can download 
a generic bootstrap file that is specific to their SDWAN overlay and can use the generic 
bootstrap file to auto on-board many physical devices to the enterprise network. 
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